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GETTING STARTED

OVERVIEW

The TIF Tally system consists of the ADAM-5000 TCP Bus containing 4 ADAM-5051 Digital IO units to report on the
POTS hook status and a Windows 7 PC, named UnivisionSVR, running Pacific Interactive Design’s TIF Tally Display
system (see Figure 1).  Up to 4 monitors can be attached to the system to display POTS connection status for all or
individual control rooms.

The system also provides a web server so that connection status can be displayed in any web browser that has
access to the system.  An administration interface is also accessed via a web browser to edit the information for
each RTS line for telephone line, alpha data, talent, field contact, etc.  When Xytech Media Pulse integration is
completed for Univision, the system will be upgraded to draw this information from the Xytech system.

Figure 1 - TIF Tally Display

DOCUMENTATION

This document is divided into the following sections:

 Hardware Setup and Configuration
 User Interface Configuration
 Administration Interface
 User Interface
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HARDWARE SETUP AND CONFIGURATION

ADAM 5000

POWER SUPPLY WIRING

Wire the ADAM 5000 to the included power supply as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 - ADAM 5000 Power

POTS ADAM CONNECTION

A connection between ground and the input terminal on the ADAM-5051s installed in the ADAM-
5000 bus signals that the telephone line is CONNECTED.  When the circuit is open the line is
AVAILABLE.  This functionality can be reversed with the AdamApax.NET Utility software installed
on the server.  (There is a shortcut to this application on the server desktop or in Start|All
Programs|Advantech Automation|AdvantechApax.net Utility)  See Figure 3.  The setting will need
to be inverted for each input of each slot. If the utility prompts for a password to the ADAM, it is
shipped with the default password “00000000” (eight zeros)
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Figure 3 - Invert Connection State

ADAM NETWORK CONNECTION

The ADAM-5000 needs an Ethernet connection to report status to the TIF Tally system and must be on the same
subnet as the UnivisionSVR PC.  To configure the IP address of the ADAM, run the AdamApax.NET Utility software.
This application will find all ADAM-5000s on the network.

To change the IP address of the device, select it in the left hand panel of the utility and select the network tab in
the right hand panel.  See Figure 4.  Here the IP Address, Subnet mask, and Default Gateway can be set.  If the
utility prompts for a password to the ADAM, it is shipped with the default password “00000000” (eight zeros)
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Figure 4 - ADAM Utility Screen Shot

OTHER ADAM DOCUMENTATION

Factory documentation for the ADAM-5000TCP and the ADAM-5050 tear sheet are included in the UnivisionSVR PC
in the c:\Documentation directory.

UNIVISIONSVR PC

NETWORK CONNECTION

As shipped, the PC is configured to use DHCP to obtain network settings.  If different settings are necessary for
your installation they should be changed from the Windows Control Panel.

DISPLAY CONNECTIONS

The Univision TIF Tally system is equipped with a video card, that, when used in conjunction with the motherboard
video adapter, allows the system to drive up to 4 monitors. The monitors should be connected to the ports on the
back of the PC shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5 - UnivisionSVR Rear Panel

Once the monitors are connected, they should be configured to have the desired orientation using the control
panel application as shown in Figure 6.  The TIF Tally system expects the displays to be numbered from left to right,
with the left most display (number 1) as the primary display.  Section UI Configuration will detail how to limit
displays on different monitors to different control rooms (Use column in the UI, see Figure 1 - TIF Tally Display).
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Figure 6 - Display Configuration

Note 1: Depending on the order in which the CPU detects your monitors the numbers may not match above.  If
this happens, simply rearrange the displays in the control panel application so that they are properly
numbered from Left to Right.  You will also need to set the display orientation to Portrait or Landscape as
desired, and this may change and need to be reconfigured if a different physical display is connected an
another time.

Note 2: If there is only one display connected, and it is not connected to one of the Video Card inputs, there may
be an error dialog about the Catalyst Control Center.  This can be safely ignored and closed and will not
appear when multiple displays are connected.
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UI CONFIGURATION

PER UI SETTINGS

In addition to the web interface, the TIF Tally system supports multiple instances of the UI which run as a single
application, but which can each be configured to display POTS information for a different studio and can be
positioned so they display on their own monitor.  The command line options are used to launch the TIF Tally
application with different display configurations are documented in UI Command Line Options section below.

PRECONFIGURED BATCH FILES

Included with the system there are 4 predefined configurations defined in batch files in the C:\PacificStreams\UI
that can be used as is to launch the application with the configurations listed in Table 1 below, or copied and
modified for other configurations.

Table 1- Preconfigured Batch Files

Batch File Name Display Size/Orientations Control Room
Filter

Notes

2Screen_L_LorP.bat 1. 1920x1080 (Landscape)
2. Any

1. -all-
2. -all-

1. No title, filter choice visible
2. No title, filter choice visible

4Screen_P_L_L_LorP.bat 1. 1080x1920 (Portrait)
2. 1920x1080 (Landscape)
3. 1920x1080 (Landscape)
4. Any

1. -all-
2. A CTRL
3. B CTRL
4. C CTRL

1. No title, filter choice visible
2. No title, filter choice hidden
3. No title, filter choice hidden
4. No title, filter choice hidden

4Screen_P_L_L_LorP.bat 1. 1920x1080 (Landscape)
2. 1920x1080 (Landscape)
3. 1920x1080 (Landscape)
4. Any

1. A CTRL
2. B CTRL
3. C CTRL
4. -all-

1. No title, filter choice hidden
2. No title, filter choice hidden
3. No title, filter choice hidden
4. No title, filter choice visible

4Screen_P_L_L_LorP.bat 1. 1080x1920 (Portrait)
2. 1080x1920 (Portrait)
3. 1080x1920 (Portrait)
4. Any

1. -all-
2. -all-
3. -all-
4. -all-

1. No title, filter choice visible
2. No title, filter choice visible
3. No title, filter choice visible
4. No title, filter choice visible

UI COMMAND LINE OPTIONS

The batch files in Table 1 use the command line options in Table 2 to configure each display.  In each case, replace
[N] with the number of the display the option should be applied to. Use Table 2 as a reference when creating
your own batch file configurations.
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Table 2 - Command Line Options

Option Value Notes

/window[N]ShowUseChoices True/False Indicates if the filter dropdown should be
displayed on the UI

/window[N]UseFilter “Control Room Name” The control room that should be filter lines on
this display, in quotation marks.

/window[N]fullScreen True/False If the UI should expand to fill the entire screen it
is displayed on.

/window[N]Origin [HorizontalOffset],[VerticalOffset] The offset from the upper left corner of the
primary display where the UI should be displayed.
(replace [HorizontalOffset] and [VerticalOffset]
with proper numbers, separated by a comma.

/window[N]Title True/False If the title bar should be displayed on the UI

GLOBAL UI SETTINGS

DISPLAY SETTINGS

Column headers and which columns’ values can be edited from the two different Administration URLs can be
modified in the web.config file located at c:\inetpub\wwwroot\UnivisionTifTally\web.config.

ADMINISTRATION UI DROPDOWN CHOICES CONFIGURATION

The choices that display in the dropdown boxes of the Administration UI can be edited and more choices can be
added.  These values are at the end of the XML files that contain the live data displayed on the TIF Tally and
Administration displays.  After editing the available choices, the system must be restarted for them to take effect.

To edit the values, look for the XML black that starts:

<record AdamModule=”999” AdamInput=”999” DropdownChoices=”true”

The lines to change in this section of the XML file are self-explanatory.

The xml files to edit are ConnectionData.xml and PhoneAlphaData.xml in the directory C:\PacificStreams\Data.

WARNING: Be sure to create a backup of these files prior to editing them by hand so that they can be restored if
there are any issues or errors!

ADMINISTRATION INTERFACE
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The Administration Interface is used to edit the data values in the User Interface.  When Xytech Media Pulse
integration is completed, these values will be fed directly by Media Pulse scheduling and will no longer need to be
edited, and, in fact, any edits will be overwritten by the Media Pulse integration.

DAY TO DAY LINE MODIFICATION

The URL to use in a browser for the day to day modification of line data is http://univisionsvr/univisionTifTally/Edit.
By default, this URL allows editing of the Talent, Field Contact Name, Field Contact Number, Location, FrameSync
(FS) and Window (See Figure 7).  (What columns are editable at this level can be configured in the web.config file.
See section Display Settings above.)

The values in all but the time field are free-form, and can contain any text, in addition to the values available in the
dropdown.

Figure 7- Day to Day Admin Interface

After editing the values on this page, the button must be clicked.  When the button is clicked,
all displays will update within seconds.

RESTRICTED MODIFICATION

The URL for restricted modifications is http://univisionsvr/univisionTifTally/Edit/Restricted.  The Restricted
Modification interface is shown in Figure 8.  (What columns are editable at this level can be configured in the
web.config file.  See section Display Settings above.)
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Figure 8 - Restricted Admin Interface
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USER INTERFACE

The User Interface shows Line data as edited in the Administration Interface or from Xytech Media Pulse (once
integration is completed).  The Connected column indicates the state of the POTs line as read by the ADAM
hardware, either AVAILABLE (in red) or CONNECTED (in green).  If the UnivisionSVR is unable to communicate with
the ADAM hardware, most likely due to network or configuration issues, the text in the Connected column will
display the last available status of AVAILABLE or CONNECTED, but italicized with a yellow background.

When the status of a line changes between AVAILABLE and CONNECTED the entire line is highlighted in either red
or green as appropriate and flashes for several seconds to draw attention to the change.

ON UNIVSIONSVR PC

The user interface on the TIF Tally UnivisionSVR PC is can display multiple configurations of the UI as configured
described in section Per UI Settings above.

UnivisionSVR is shipped configured to start the UI on boot-up displaying 4 screens with the
4Screen_P_L_L_LorP.bat.  This can be changed by replacing the shortcut in the startup group in Start|All Programs.

A screen shot of the UI is shown in Figure 9 - UnivisionSVR TIF Tally UI
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Figure 9 - UnivisionSVR TIF Tally UI

If the UI is displayed without standard window title bar, the application can be closed by double clicking the small
red ‘x’ in the upper right hand corner.  (Single clicking the ‘x’ forces a screen refresh.)  See Figure 10.
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Figure 10 - Close Button

WEB INTERFACE

The Univision TIF Tally system can be displayed from any browser with network access to the UnivisionSVR.  The
URL for the UI is http://univisionsvr/univisionTifTally/.

The web interface by default shows lines for All control rooms, but can be limited by the dropdown at the top of
the table.


